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as ACE Fellow, which required me to take leave from my deanship to spend 2019-20 at St. Olaf - a small 
residential liberal arts college in the Midwest.  The focus of my Fellowship was undergraduate enrollment 
management and student success.  However, I spent much of the year embedded in various academic and 
administrative units at St. Olaf.  While in each unit, I attended meetings, observed processes, and 
participated in projects.  In addition to weekly private meetings with the President, I attended his 
leadership team and Board meetings, observed St. Olaf manage COVID’s onset, visited other liberal arts 
colleges, attended athletic events and faculty meetings, lectured in a class and attended retreats with other 
Fellows. Thus, my accreditation work and ACE Fellowship built on my other experiences to enhance my 
knowledge of higher education. 
 
As a mission driven nonprofit and educational leader, I am adept at evaluating, developing and 
implementing strategic plans. In my nonprofit Board work, I regularly collaborate to map out visionary 
plans. For example, my work in hospice as incoming Board Chair for Bluegrass Care Navigators (700 
employees, $60 million budget, $80 million assets) and in higher education as Secretary on the Board of 
AccessLex (100 employees, $180 million budget, $700 million assets) has involved extensive strategic 
planning. In addition, my accreditation work for SACS, ABA and UCJ often involves evaluating 
effectiveness of academic strategic plans. Finally, as Dean, I oversaw development of two effective 
strategic plans to improved academic operations and enhanced resources. One of the most impactful 
strategies was reform of the basic research and writing program. Given this background, I am well 
positioned to work collaboratively with the EIU community and Board in moving forward in 
continuously refining an inspiring vision for the future of the University. 
 
My experiences at UK and as ACE Fellow demonstrate my likelihood of success as President in 
achieving EIU’s enrollment management objectives.  For example, as part of the UK Provost’s Dean 
Council and before COVID, I chaired a Provost Taskforce on Online Education that involved working 
with Deans and other division leaders to draft a report on how UK could expand its student body through 
online delivery.  For UK, in addition to enhancing enrollment, expanding online education offered the 
promise of improving student success, enhancing finances, and gaining political favor with the state.  
Through my ACE Fellowship, I also attained a robust appreciation for high impact practices that 
positively improve student success measures (like retention and graduation rates) that also have a positive 
effect on enrollment.  As ACE Fellow my primary focus was undergraduate enrollment management and 
student success – paying particular attention to strategies for narrowing minority achievement gaps.  In 
addition to reading the seminal text on enrollment management - Handbook of Strategic Enrollment 
Management (Hossler and Bontrager - 2014), and observing St. Olaf’s enrollment management 
operations, I observed activities at St. Olaf in offices that positively influenced student success.  This 
includes attending undergraduate career fairs, participating in student retention task force meetings, and 
attending diversity sessions.  I also met one-on-one with the leaders in each of these areas, and with the 
President, to gain deeper understanding of the rationale behind each of the activities.  Thus, the prospect 
of joining EIU as President to aid in its goal to build a sustainable enrollment is appealing and in line with 
my past experiences at University of Kentucky and as ACE Fellow. 
 
In today’s competitive environment, being strategic about marketing and communications is critical to 
effectively communicate the identity and story of EIU to multiple audiences, emphasizing its 
distinctiveness and strengths.  While Dean, I collaborated with the Provost and other Deans as University 
of Kentucky worked to enhance its brand identity through new marketing and communication strategies.  
Our College also hired a marketing research firm to gain new insights into our own College brand.  Based 
on what we learned, the College created a new tagline (“All Rise”) and made changes to recruitment, 
admissions, and financial aid strategies.  As a result of these College-focused efforts, student credentials 
improved, applications increased, and diversity grew.  During this period, we regularly used metrics to 
assess our efforts.  In general, I take seriously the responsibilities related to external communications that 
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enliven the mission, vision and identity of an institution, and would employ similar practices as President 
at EIU. 
 
In addition to my academic research on tax law being influenced by legal theories that prioritize diversity 
concepts, my leadership accomplishments also demonstrate a commitment to advancing diversity, equity 
and inclusion. For example, as AALS Deputy Director and Professor, I organized several national 
diversity conferences and served as Chair of the AALS Section on Minority Groups. In my accreditation 
work for SACS and ABA, I often assess schools’ compliance with diversity accreditation standards.  As 
Dean, we invested in diversity initiatives, including creating pro bono service opportunities through 
which students use classroom skills to serve those least privileged in our community. Our College also 
increased University exposure to important issues concerning diversity by hosting conferences and 
speeches, often with other academic units.  As Dean, we also created the position of Assistant Dean for 
Community Engagement & Diversity and authorized a new Diversity and Inclusion Committee with 
faculty, staff and student members who regularly organize College events. Importantly, we established 
several privately endowed scholarships focused on student diversity and provided funding for student 
organizations that focus on diversity and inclusion, such as the Black Law Students Association, Latino 
Law Society and OUTLaw.  As a result, we saw improvements in faculty and staff recruitment and the 
learning environment, such as the hiring of the College’s first ever Latina faculty member and record 
minority enrollment.  The College also developed partnerships with HBCU’s to increase the diverse 
student pipeline.  Finally, since stepping down as Dean, I work with former and sitting Deans to mentor 
new minority law school deans.  Given my personal experience as an African American, I would 
approach diversity issues as EIU President in a similar sustained and committed fashion as I have in the 
past. 
 
My background has prepared me for understanding the importance of strengthening connections with the 
city of Charleston and beyond. Though EIU already has strong town-gown relationships, those 
relationships need to be nurtured and enhanced with an eye towards improving experiential learning and 
career opportunities, strengthening donor relations and capitalizing on potential partnerships. As a former 
Dean, attorney, and nonprofit leader, I developed skills in community relations and negotiation that 
should prove useful in navigating new paths and relationships on behalf of EIU. The process of working 
throughout Kentucky to raise more than $80 million from a 6,000-person alumni base taught me much 
about positive community relations. In my accreditation work, I oversaw outbound study abroad 
programs by U.S. law schools, as well as domestic in-bound programs designed for educating non-U.S. 
citizens. As Dean, my leadership team and I created new international educational programs. I would 
enjoy the opportunity to use these skills on behalf of EIU as its President. 
 
Effective resource management is critical as President.  As accreditor and nonprofit leader, I often 
evaluate the financial health of institutions.  Through careful fiscal management, improved productivity 
and prudent cost reductions, and despite declining law school applications nationally, our college 
eliminated a long-standing structural deficit.  The result was a new budget framework that included a 
recurring 1-3% cushion.  We also added facilities and people.  Before I arrived, the College’s accreditors 
noted the inadequacy of the facilities.  The College also lacked faculty and staff in key areas.  Surveys of 
applicants highlighted our building as a negative.  Through focused efforts of alumni, state leaders and 
others, we secured a $35 million state appropriation for a new building.  Together with other resources, 
this appropriation allowed us to construct a $56 million building in 2019.  For two years, we oversaw 
architectural planning, alternate site operations, fundraising and construction.  Simultaneous to securing 
the building funds, we hired more than half the faculty.  We also increased College staffing in key student 
outcome areas.  As a result of these efforts, we transformed the College’s facilities and people.  These 
experiences are a strength I could offer as President at EIU. 
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One item to highlight for the committee is that, despite my tenure as Dean of a 400-student public law 
school, my candidacy to be President at a 8,600-student University with a rich combination of 
undergraduate and graduate programs, athletic programs and civic engagement is not as non-traditional as 
it appears. As I learned through SACS accreditation and ACE Fellowship, my time as a successful public 
law school Dean exposed me to many aspects of academic leadership that the new EIU President is likely 
to face. For instance, the core of the academic program at a law school, similar to EIU’s core mission, is 
principally focused on teaching students to become innovative thinkers, lifelong learners and engaged 
citizens so that they are prepared for post-graduate employment in their chosen field. In addition, 
fundraising, external relations, appreciation for athletics and strong community bonds – all key 
components of the EIU President role - were pivotal to my success as Dean. Also, as law school Dean, I 
was directly responsible for overseeing various university administrative functions on a smaller scale – 
functions like a registrar, human resources, admissions, faculty recruitment, budgeting, a library and 
student support services. Importantly, as a Dean who previously served as Deputy Director at AALS, I am 
privileged with an intimate understanding of, and appreciation for, best practices in shared faculty 
governance.  Given these unique experiences as Dean, nonprofit leader and accreditation expert, my 
background should prove invaluable as EIU’s next President. 
 
I look forward to meeting with the committee to elaborate on the items highlighted in this letter and to 
demonstrate how my experiences align with EIU’s expectations for its next President. Please let me know 
if you require anything further at this time. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
David A. Brennen, JD & LLM 
Professor and Former Dean 
 
Enclosure 




